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Purpose

revisit Faust architecture file model 

share some techniques we use to design 
and code more reusable components 

further develop the Faust ecosystem 

get around some (current…) limits of the 
compiler



How do people usually use 
Faust generated code ?

hack the generated code ? (Guitarix) 
using external tools (Python…)  

copy part of it in DSP plugins ? 

this « could » possibly be done by 
properly using the proposed architecture 
model…



Agenda

the Faust architecture files model 

explain how new files to be combined 
can be developed 

some examples: polyphony, sample-
accurate control, MIDI 

perspectives: refine polyphonic class, 
extend the control/DSP model…



Combined DSP and control (1)

described in a same source file 

abstract UI that can be later on 
connected to standard UI (buttons 
sliders..), MIDI, OSC, and various 
sensors (accelerometers…)



Combined DSP and control (2)

« hslider » later on connected to UI slider or 
OSC, MIDI… 

metadata for finer control (alternate controller, 
units…)



Deployment

the compiler generates the DSP 
computation as a C++ class:  generating 
or transforming samples 

an architecture file connects the 
computation to audio layer and control/
UI interface



Architecture model

DSP code

User Interface 
Module

Audio Driver Module

User Interface 
Module

Audio Driver Module

DSP code

Faust compiler

Architecture file

Application or  
plugin



DSP class definition



DSP classes hierarchy

compiler statically generated (like « C++ karplus ») 

compiler dynamically generated (like LLVM llvm_dsp) 

« decorator » like class: poly_dsp, timed_dsp… 

« macro construction »: dsp_sequencer, dsp_parallelizer…



UI class definition



UI classes hierarchy
UI

FUI GUI

Console GTKUI QTGUI OSCUI

Recall & 
Save state 

on file

Command line 
user interface

GTK+2 
Graphic User 

Interface
QT4 Graphic 
User Interface

Open Sound 
Control support



Audio class definition



Audio class hierarchy

alsaaudio coreaudio

netjackaudio

portaudiooscdsp

audio

Samples via 
osc mesages

jackaudio

Access netjack2 as a 
"master" or a "slave"



« karplus » DSP source



« karplus » class definition



« karplus » generated GUI

faust2caqt: QT faust2jack: GTK



polyphonic support : one voice is coded in 
Faust with the « freq/gate/gain » and 
possibly declare nvoices  « 8 »;  naming 
conventions  

work has already been done by Albert Graef 
in LV2 and VST plugin (quite sophisticated 
actually…)  

Polyphonic support (1)



the idea here is to recode this behavior a 
more generic and reusable class 

so define a poly_dsp subclass of dsp 

voices allocation and note handing done 
by the poly_dsp class  

then connection to MIDI events (or OSC…)

Polyphonic support (1)



Polyphonic support (2)

adapted buildUserInterface method:  

all voices added in a tab group 

one master voice to control them all in 
the first tab 

a panic button 



Polyphonic support (3)



Polyphonic GUI

faust2caqt -midi -nvoices 16 karplus_synth.dsp



Polyphonic OSC paths



Polyphonic + effect GUI

faust2caqt -midi -nvoices 16 -effect freeverb karplus.dsp

(using  dsp_sequencer to connect the synth and the effect)



Sample-accurate control (1)

control values are kept in memory zones 
shared between DSP and UI 

controllers write on this  memory zones 

in compute method, control values are 
« sampled » once per block and 
considered constant during the block 



Example of generated code 



Sample-accurate control (2)

the compute method sees the last value of 
each control zone 

some values may be lost… 

enough for most cases… 



Sample-accurate control (3)

but not always… 

for instance for MIDI clock 
synchronization 

all clock messages have to be kept at their 
precise sample position   



Sample-accurate control (3)

using the timed_dsp DSP decorator and 
uiTimedItem based GUI items 

when received, all control values are time-
stamped and kept in a queue 

timed_dsp class decorates a given dsp to 
adapt its compute method 



Sample-accurate control (4)

« slice-based » call of the compute method 

example here : a complete buffer is cut in 4 
(c1…c4) slices 

control changes between slices 



MIDI control
metadata in UI elements: 

[midi:ctrl 7], [midi:pgm 12]…. 

[midi:start]: triggers 1 when start is 
received 

[midi:stop]: triggers 0 when stop is 
received 

[midi:clock]: delivers a sequence of 1 
and 0 each time a clock is received 



MIDI clock sync example

MIDI clocks generate a square control signal 

converted as a frequency, to be used in a 
oscillator 



MIDI classes

hierarchy of MIDI event handling classes 

RTMidi for multi-platform support (Linux, 
OSX, Windows) 

specialized support (JACK, Bela, JUCE…) 



Deployment

MIDI and polyphonic architecture in:  

adapted faust2xx scripts (faust2caqt -midi -
nvoices 7 foo.dsp…)  

in FaustLive and faustgen~ (so using dynamic 
LLVM generated llvm_dsp*) 

in Web tools (asm.js and WebAssembly Faust 
pages) 



Perspectives(1)

Complete the poly_dsp class (MIDI 
channel support, more MIDI messages 
handling…)  



Perspectives(2)

Rework the control/DSP model 

having control as an asynchronous 
signal: queues of <time-stamp, value> 

would have to adapt the DSP code 
generation and architecture model…   



Questions?

Faust site: http://faust.grame.fr 

GitHub: https://github.com/grame-
cncm/faust 


